
Westview High School Administration Investigate Rumors 

 

Martin, TN – Ask any educational professional about the relationship between school and social 

media and you'll probably hear something like, "It can be a hugely helpful resource, but it can 

also create a world of problems."  For Westview High School administration and their SRO, 

social media fell more into the latter category recently.  

According to Jeromy Davidson, WHS Principal, rumors related to a snapchat post surfaced early 

in the week and were brought to his attention Thursday.  “Our Assistant Principal, John Lifsey, 

our SRO, Jason Arant, and I began looking into every bit of information related to that post as 

soon as we could.  The problem is that, with Snapchat, the post is there one minute and gone the 

next."  Davidson said because the rumors were variations on a similar theme, they enlisted 

additional investigational help from Martin Police Department.  "At this time," Davidson stated, 

"we have found no evidence to substantiate any rumors; however, as a precaution, we will have 

additional police present on campus Friday." 

Davidson said the safety of his students and staff is the reason he and his administrative staff 

look into every report they receive as soon as they receive it.  Davison said, "One thing that has 

become apparent through this particular incident is the need to remind students and all levels of 

staff of the importance of informing Mr. Lifsey, Officer Arant, or me immediately if comments, 

social media posts, written or drawn materials or suspicious behaviors are brought to their 

attention.  We will always err on the side of caution and investigate all information which could 

jeopardize the safety of our students, staff and visitors.  It is imperative this type of information 

is shared as soon as possible."   

Davidson said that he'll be reinforcing that need for communication with his staff and students.  

He also added that he'll be communicating with parents as well.  "I understand the importance of 

informing parents about events at their child's school; I also understand there will be some 

parents who will be unhappy with the timing of our communication with them.  But my first 

responsibility is to investigate so that, if needed, an appropriate response is enacted.  Then, once 

there's an understanding of the situation, we will most certainly share accurate information."   

In the meantime, Davidson said he asks parents and the community to remember that school 

safety isn't just a school responsibility.  "Schools are the heart of a community.  It takes all of us; 

parents, students, staff, businesses and community members to help ensure schools are safe.  If 

you have information which might help a school keep their students and staff safe, please share it 

immediately.” 

Weakley County Schools Director Randy Frazier says he's been kept informed of the efforts by 

Westview staff to determine if there was in fact any validity to the rumors.  "We want parents to 

know we're working hard to keep their students and our staff safe every day.  While parents want 

information quickly, we want to be sure the information we provide is as accurate as possible. It 

takes time to investigate rumors; it's very difficult to find the perfect balance."  



Frazier echoed Davidson's comments about the importance of everyone in the community 

playing a part in keeping schools safe.  "We need parents to talk to their children, have them tell 

an adult if they have information they think is important.  Likewise, Frazier said, "A parent may 

come across information in their child's papers, on their phone or tablet.  We'll look into any 

information they share."  Frazier and Davidson said that some people will only share information 

if they can remain anonymous.  "We have a resource that makes providing tips as easy as 

checking a box."  Frazier said the resource is called "Safe Schools Alert!"  Information may be 

shared via texts, email, voicemail or the website.  He also added that contact information or links 

to the site may be found in the Student Handbook, on school and system websites or on the 

posters hung throughout every school in the county.  
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